
Achieving a Sustainable 
Conduct Environment
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Siloed approach to 
Conduct Management

More paperwork is 
making it worse

Increased distance to 
impacted stakeholders

Blindly following rules 
without knowing why

All stick and no carrot

What needs to change

Organisational Purpose  
Connect with corporate vision

Tone from above Consistent 

tone across all leadership levels

Stimulate the right behaviours  
Via training / behavioural science

+32%                   
on previous 
5 years

5 years 
conduct 

related fines -
world’s top 20 

banks

Annual spend 
on Risk and 
Compliance

20% of RTB

40% of CTB

A focus on culture in 

financial services is a 

priority for the FCA

SM&CR

“a catalyst for 
change -

establish health 
culture”  (FCA)

Billion $100
Billion

Why things need to change

Complexity

Dodd Frank, 
Volcker, 

MIFID, ABC, 
AML, KYC, 
MA, Fraud

”“

Psychological Safety          
Build trust and openness in teams

Focus on continuous 
improvement Build a resilient 

environment avoiding repeat issues

Reduced compliance 
violations

Better reputation and 
trusted brand

Better customer 
satisfaction and loyalty

Increased operational 
resilience

Attract and retention top 
employee talent

Tiny changes in habits can lead to big results



Inconsistent view of 
conduct culture 
increasing the 

probability of violations

Conduct Vison

Structured workshops 
to define your

‘North Star’
Increased alignment to 

clear and practical 
priorities & goals

Cultural complexity 
making it difficult to 

identify the source or 
causes of issues

Culture Diagnostic

Evaluation of conduct 
culture via staff interviews 

and deep dive analysis

Improved awareness 
and understanding of 
what to change and 
what to do more ofDiversity of potential 

solutions makes the 
challenge seem 
overwhelming

Iterative Plan

Structured framework of 
tailored behavioural 

change solutions
Confidence in a 

roadmap of tangible 
actions

Scaling solutions to 
impact the whole 

organisation
Change Execution

Summits and training to 
empower champions of 

behavioural change
Ownership and 

momentum behind 
demonstrable changesSlipping back into old 

ways of working inhibits 
sustainability of 
improvement

Internal Mastery

Organisational learning 
to build systems thinking 

capability and mastery 
Confidence and 

capability to sustain the 
changes

Tools to change attitudes, mindsets, 
behaviours and outcomes

How to Change

Outcome

Product

Problem
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